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B-hub for Europe: accelerating blockchain use in Europe

Introducing B-hub!
B-hub for Europe contributes to blockchain development by leveraging European technological
excellence and supporting the growth of business integrating blockchain. By facilitating
collaboration between startups, public players and large groups, B-HUB for Europe brings
blockchain technologies closer to the market and enables a knowledge transfer beneficial to all
European economic players. Learn more

What can B-hub do for you?

You are a blockchain startup:


Benefit from dedicated acceleration services: business
modeling, concept viability and prototyping, access to
finance,
marketing,
internationalization,
business
connection, IPR strategy and meet other European
blockchain
actors



Gain visibility by appearing on our website’s startup list

You are curious about using blockchain in your organization
or position:


Browse through our use cases to explore the possibilities
offered by blockchain technologies



Attend our training sessions to learn whether blockchain
can address your specific challenges

You already use blockchain in your organization and would like
to update, complement or inform your practice or processes:


Attend our training sessions to fine-tune your blockchain
strategy and explore further implementation possibilities



Explore collaboration possibilities with high-potential
startups through B-hub’s matching labs

You are curious about the blockchain scene in Europe:


Follow our News to explore blockchain use cases, galaxy
of startups and country factsheets

Call for contributions
B-hub is mapping European blockchain ecosystems. Are you a blockchain startup, a company
or a public actor using blockchain technology in Lithuania, Italy, France, Germany or Romania?
Tell us more about your organization and applied or developed blockchain solution at info@bhub.eu!

Are you interested in exploring the possibilities offered by blockchain technologies, or in
designing specifications for blockchain implementation in your organization? We can help. Attend
our free training and ideation sessions - contact us at info@b-hub.eu.

#Covid

Are you a European startup impacted by coronavirus?

You can benefit from dedicated grants, loans and other
measures. Check out Sifted's multi-country guide to
COVID-related support opportunities.
How can blockchain contribute to fight COVID?
-Brussels-based International Association for Trusted Blockchain Applications (INATBA) has
joined the World Economic Forum’s COVID Action Platform to coordinate multi-stakeholder
contributions into the fight to combat the global spread of coronavirus

-Netherlands-based distributed ledger technology (DLT) firm Tymlez has offered its blockchain
platform to the Dutch government to “model the medical goods ecosystem through a platform
that matches supply and demand”.

-Emerge, a blockchain startup based in Toronto, is launching a public safety system app to
assist local authorities “to improve safety and cut store wait times by reducing gatherings in tight
spaces, reducing the probability of contagion.”
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The after-hype reality of Blockchain in
Romania

B-hub kicks off with leaders of European innovation at the Italian Trade
Agency in Rome

Awareness building activities on the B-HUB
FOR EUROPE project towards national
Institutions started in Italy, as representatives
of the Italian Trade Agency and of the
Ministry of Technology, Innovation and
Digitalisation expressed interest in creating
synergies with B-hub project activities to
boost the use of blockchain technology in
public
and
private
organisations.
A webinar will launch officially the initiative
towards the Italian ecosystem in May. Stay
tuned on www.innova-eu.net
B-hub partners from Germany, Romania, Lithuania, France and Italy kicked off the B-hub project on
21st January 2020 at the Italian Trade Agency (ITA) premises.
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